Mass-related traumatic tissue displacement and behavior: a screen for treatments that reduce [corrected] harm to bystander cells and recovery of function.
In this study, we focused on a preclinical model of brain compression injury that has relevance to pathological conditions such as tumor, hematoma, blood clot, and intracerebral bony fragment. We investigated behavioral impairment as a result of rapid-onset small mass, and the factors involved in lesion formation and neuroplasticity. An epidural bead implantation method was adopted. Two sizes (1.5 mm and 2.0 mm thick) of hemisphere-shaped beads were used. The beads were implanted into various locations over the sensorimotor cortex (SMC--anterior, middle and posterior). The effects of early versus delayed bead removal were examined to model clinical neurosurgical or other treatment procedures. Forelimb and hind-limb behavioral deficits and recovery were observed, and histological changes were quantified to determine brain reaction to focal compression. Our results showed that the behavioral deficits of compression were influenced by the location, timing of compression release, and magnitude of compression. Even persistent compression by the thicker bead (2.0 mm) caused only minor behavioral deficits, followed by fast recovery within a week in most animals, suggesting a mild lesion pattern for this model. Brain tissue was compressed into a deformed shape under pressure with slight tissue damage, evidenced by pathological evaluation on hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)- and TUNEL-stained sections. Detectable but not severe behavioral dysfunction exhibited by this model makes it particularly suitable for direct assessment of adverse effects of interventions on neuroplasticity after brain compression injury. This model may permit development of treatment strategies to alleviate brain mass effects, without disrupting neuroplasticity.